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.                              Men  do  not value prayer  as they should.    We  do  not  pray'.

enough.  Most of us F ay when we are in great need.  We prgy  in an .*
r

emergency.

Jesus  said men should  pray always. An understanding  of
2/the office of -Ir ayer-in the growth and the stength-giving of the ._ - _ .-----

.
_ Spirit and the soul, clears up that statement, ·and we see why ·it  -·- -   -0-:9

as 91
was given.  Prayer should be part. of man s daily life.  Men ought OrI 2

     alvayB to ·pray, because it is part of.the exercise of the mini .   It       I
has its place in connecting us with the Higher Realms of conscious-    8  I Z

20i.   ness.  If we don t reach out in our lr #-ers for the higher thought,   0-
- ..»- i.---' -

--.

- --Iindhigher-1-dee;s;»,e-86-t-1-nt-6--a-rut-ted state-of mind; and the--th  gs  E  . fl-

 ..     that  the
mind deals with become stale.

IIf you wish to freshen your mind,  pray.    If you wish  to '              '  ·.:
-..    ''    .           I



2                   ,·._- raise yourself into fhteer, higher states of consciousness, why pray. .
·And-the gnore -your prayer _ls based upcn understanding, the more suc-f.-:
cess you will have.

14. .'; .
So, it ts necessary to understand in your prteers.  Pray

with the understandig; pray with the realization that your prayer
*. .will be answered.  Yes - and a little more tha n ·that, - prEF with

---L.. the understanding that your   prky er is already answered.  MPray, be-

- -litv.ine- 9tat_Ze have F_eceivfd-L.ani  you_.phall=rep.3'iye,-- -- -    ..:--  ...=..
1

Now, the understanding is that all these gifts of God are
9 in the mind.  All you have to do is just drop them into  your mind,
1.-and they become operative;   and  at the moment  that you utter a thought -
2-:even -befor6   ybu- think--  while the thoutikils  'way  deep-in your -2..2--

-consciousness, ··- it  is responded to  by- the Great- Mind in whom all
i

ideas exist.                          :
....

Now, .our lesson to-day is for a .fuller realization of the - 4

Divine Subs_tance, "The Bread of Lifen. . We know that that Substance

is omnipresent - always here.  All that is required of us is to

realize it, _to_lay-hold_of-it,..and_we_do_that-with our minds.-  -

----     ··   ---      - we--will take-f or-our prayer this: -1:Thersubstance  02 By-  --   -  -    4

being. is  Spir it N.    We  know  that  to  be true. "Spirit-Substance

penetrates and permeates my soul and body, and there is no lack

anywheren. "The  Substance  of my being is.Spirit: Spirit-Substance

penetrates  an d ·permeates  my  soul  and body,  an d there  is  no lack .

. fg - I -lk==r=El

anywhere".  Now, this is a= prayer, or affirmation.  It is apray-

er of Truth.  Let us all join in that prayer silently.

(Si  len·ce').
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1/.1 I -
. We  hold thet religion should be inquired  into ;  that  man

4

 
----T...shou-ld accept nothing blindly, or because sameone  else has a revel-·- ·

under-
'..
r· ation; but that he Bhoul. stand for himself  that upon which he
1..

t bases his doctrine.  This, then, requires study, thought and ex-

pression. You  must   not   only  know a thing,   but you should  also
. 0

-- -

- express your knowledge, .be able to tell   it and.demonstrate  it. To

 -          express-clearly
and definitely -the  Truth,«is ra demonstration.     Some

I people call' demonstrations the doing of_things in_a mechanical,
T

1.

material way, but, in its highest, a demonstration is a statement
 .-

0-    of Truth. ·The Truth will do the work. All that the DemonstratorL-A

:

F     in spiritual things is required is that he make his statement.

t- -#-6  · If·he makes it based upon absolute Truth, he-demonstrates it.    --       9
6

-In the study of  what  we  call the Truth,  we have found  it.

necessary to bring out the understanding, or the knowledge of those
*.

1      who are students; and for that reason, we have adopted, in part of
,.

our  meetizE s,  this  system  of askirE and answering questions.    We

assume that all people are like children at school, and that they

require, it is required, that they get their lessons; that they come
i -        1-                - .... +I.   -  - -- -- -i -I --  ..W----1.-------                                - .--

  .    and recite, and in-that way,_they really go -forward.  There- is aT-

development  of the understanding,   and  in  this  way you demonstrate.
I

r-_ -··  -Now,-our lesson to-day is of--this character, and I pre-

4.

t.
sume, as we announced last Sunday, all who  are here have studied

1

your  lesson,   and you  have  written  out  the  answers .    You are expect-

- - .- 4.-LEE7--   --ed--to-rilse--in-your-r-sea-ta--aAnd-read-your--anewer-  to 2 the-question rThen -   --     ..,

we will take it up and discuss it. If you haven't brought out all

the Truth, we will find out wherein you lack, ·and where the truth

L_      is.
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Now, as I say, every question -.it doesn't make Eny dif-
-.

.·- ,· ference where it came from, who its author is, is subject to the--

probing of the mind.  We don,t look Upon anything as too sacred
7

to inquire into. All  the gods and all the men are open t6 ques-

tion.  We want to know just wherein they got their Truth, ard wheth-
. 0

·er -it-is based-upon Principle or not.- if it-wont hold water; we  -  -

.don't want it, that is all.. To.ils,religion·zis-a science, a2 d its    -
f

·

--

rules must be complied with.
...           I - .......-- -i  )  --      -    .-i.-   --%- -1- - ..i- --.--I                          -- -

Now, the lesson is based upon the Sixth Chapter of John,

as found in the New Testament, beginning with the twenty-second

3 verse,  and continuing  to the fortieth verse. This Chapter recites . /.tr

that  eome   time -after Jesus had perr..ormed_ the .miracle of. feeding
   .       -  the  five__thousand  with the _loaves and.fishes,.they  11911owed- him- - .»:S

.

f I'......

to   an other place  acro ss  the  Sea of Galilee,  and th€Or wanted  some-               .I
- -

thing -- he perceived that it was more of the loaves and fishes.

And he said to them, uyou are not chasing me around  in the desert

here for the Truth that I may give you, but what you want is some-

.thing to fill-your .hunger-- -the. loaves. amd fishes. .- Well,-they_said

they wanted a -sign from-hewen, ·as -to 'his -Divine authority.  - He   -

told them that he was "the bread of Life sent down from hew en by

God,  to  feed  them".   -"Oh",  they  said,   °We  have had br6ad  fram- our

father Moses in the wilderness. He gave us the manila". And Jesus

answered, 0Yes, he gave you the manna, but all of you died. Now
-

--- -....

this bread that I will give .you will feed you to eternal -life -

you shall live forever; and the bread that I. give you will so

appease your appetite  that you will never hunger".



3            ,--
8

1 .     - Now,-was Jesus speaking to those people alone, or to all

      Mho.are to eat-of this Bread'of Life? ·And if so,-what is the char-
2 ·             acter   of the bread that  he  gsr e,   the  Life   that  he  gave,   and  how  may

we  eat  of it - drink that  Life, and come  to the place where  we  shall
3.
  never hunger, but hwe Eternal  Life, have a realization of this
t.

*

Substara e?r -

1

r Now,  we  all wmt -to  know how this  -Cal  bd-a.cco plished.   --   .
[

It  is     o f, very great importance  to  us.      Now,  we have arranged

this, just to start us off, in five questions.  We don't have to

2 follow these questions,.but we will take the first .one, whlch is:
.

°Upon what idea  is all Substance based?"--Now, in order to get

4-       -at this bread-·of ;life, -vihich we-know means the Substance, the. -under- 2- -1
.=

,-         Ii--- -    ------- I .. .-  ...-- - I --              - --- I      - ---  . ./    2 --7.- .P-. 1.------ - --  .--   .---  I .

lying Principle of Life, in order  to  get   at   that,   we  must know  some-

1...

e

t.

' -           what  about  it.    What   is  it?    Upon  what  idea  is all Substance based?
i

Now, somebody in the class please an swer that? If you have got.-

4                                                                                                                                                           -
your an swer written out,  just rise  in your  seat and read it so every-

body will hear it. "Upon what idea is all Substance based?" That

is easy .to a Metaphysician, and you_are.-all Metaphysicians?
,

S-       - - --A-   I -have  -that, all -Substance  ie  ·based -upon  the  idea  of _Substance,_--·-

A        for back of all yisible forms there must be the idea· in mini  of
;

1

           the -visible- form,  of that which we would being into ViBibility.   All

,·     Substance then, is based upon the idea of Substance.

        MR. FILLMORE: That is good. I  don' t think we could  have  a  bet-

           ter  answer  than that.    All that  we  see  then,  we  see with-wtuit- ---our
1    „..,
B A  With the mind.

---I---



--I

NR. FILLMORE: See  with  our mind. 7,verything  is  an idea first.
--

.--
·

..----Now., -this ,wili br.ing -us to an analysis and a clear -understanding of.-_.-

the difference between this outer realm, called matter,   ani   the

real Substance df things.  And once you get the difference, see what

matter is and what the real Substance in mind is, why, then you have
b

a working basis for the eating or the appropriation of the Life and

Substance that- Jesus Christ brought,  or 1:he Christ in us bringsi  ·-'-.:·2.-

here  waiting  for  us to appropriate and utilize  it.

Now, ·you-will never understand the Christian Religion un-

til  you  get at these foundation Principles.    It will always  be  the

edict   of some preacher   or some author ity, soine book, until  you  know

the Principle. Then, ' it -is very important  that we  dhould lay.-hold     - 
..- .,  -p-- ..---I  - - .-   . --  . -i.-- ----

of these inner Principles.

Now, ·we will take that next question: "What follows -the

faithful adherence to the spiritual idea of Substance?" - what fol-

lows in the consciousness? Now, remember you are in the clear un-

derstanding that there is a Universal Substance idea.  Iverythihg
---

first has its place in the Mind, as an idea.  The inventor first

sees his invention in his mind - forms it in his mind - then he takes

. the  materials  an d  puts them together; -but  it  is .constantly    the

carrying out of an idea.  Now the real, then, of everything  that

is made is in the mind.  Remedber that.  Now, as a Metaphysician,

- vihen- youzform -in_3FGur-laind--the__Elea¥fidea..:6f --a.Tsubstance.,__-a-n  uador-5

lying Principle, that is unchangeable, that is firm in us, that -

is,  in other words,  abiding,  substantial,  what kind of a Substance



\/        r. 12'.

.
.    do you come into relation with?  What will be the effect of that

1.... .kind  of ·- a thought in  your .mind?
1

                 Now, when we speak of Substance, do we mean matter?

No, certainly not. Our Scientists - I mean by that,Physical Scien-

4 tists - are telling us in this day that there is a Universal Sub-
.

               stance,   and  that  it  is  not like matter;   that  matter passes thrcugh

3- this Universal Substance just as a sieve passes through water; or  ---":--
.

i just as the wind passes through the trees; that matter is a break,

a  nothingness,   in this Universal Ether. Now, these  are the results

' of not a study, as I understand it, in the laboratory, where you

can  lay  hold  o f this Universal Ether,  but a mathematical propos-
-

-rition.    It  haB -been figured  out-to  the  satiBfaction of Scientists, .-.--

F.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               re,

+      and you will find - I see in the Literary Digest here last week

was an epitome of this conclusion that has been coming, and had
4-

been come to by  our men of Science about the existence of a Sub-

stance back of matter; that matter was just what  we, in Metaphy-

sics have been contending for so long - absolute unreality; absol-

utely unreal. _This world that we .see all about us,_that  is un-

B

real  in  the  form that  we  Bee it. There is something' back  of  it.

2·     And what is that?  Why, the physical Scientists say it must be that.

there is a Universal Ether.

Now, they have never felt the Ether, nor seen it, but

t--- -- theylfigured-  iifutmathemati-ca-]1317--1-We-say -this-·Un-iversal-Idea-1:-   c
,.

I      is the first expression, or mental expression of the Divire Idea.
1 .'

  Now, don't get the idea thft this Universal Ether is the mind.  No.
r

.1-= - . ---.-
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14-

t.

. .     It is the first expression of the Mind, but out of it' comes every-
, --

1 thintr   that  we  -see .     ·                            ·                           - ·                             -          - -

Now, if you cal get this in yrzEr mind, and realize that-

there is a substantial somethirE back of all Life; that, in order

 
to have a continuous idea, or continuous Life, ycu must   have the*

/1 -- idea  of this substantiability  of Life.    When we speak of Substance,
1

.=.i.

:_           what, really , do we mean?  What do you mean Khen you Bay "SubstanceP?

L
--

A   The  idea  of the Mini.

MR. FILLMORE:  Yes, that really is an idea in the mind.  You

don't speak -- for example,   we say,  "He is one · of our substantial

citizens . Do  you mean  that  the man has  8- very dense material

body?  Certainly not-1- You refer .to his reliability.  That is it. ·---: --

67----_.- . . ... ..-   .. . - .  . .i- --  -  .-- - -I ---- 1 ---- . -
----  -.- -- l---------6...He -iL-Effe-Bf-th-e-(Fitiz-eh -tERE--we--ddidnd  upon.

n· ··
..

r--

C                                                                                                                                  '

t Now, that is the real meaning of Substance.  It is that

       which stands under. It don't refer tc matter at all. Matter is

one  of the transitory ideas  of man about Substance.    Matter  is  a

; changeable  idea, a flitting   idea. It comes  and goes.    Now,   as

5 - -Metaphysicians, we see that isn't-what we want._We. want to_wheel
/·

---- into line·this ·underlying, abiding Substance; we want the very. sub- _.,-4

stance of Life, as it is in the Divine Man, in the Spiritual man.

Now, the heavens of the mind are the ideal, and fiere is

        an ideal in abiding Life. Nobody wants to die.  We don' t any of

i us want these blow-holes in the Universal Substance, because that
==a--.7 -1----r-6 .... 1 ..f--- r M -96--.-- =--

' is where we fall down. Matter is just a fot of blow-]hol.es in Sub-

stance, Just remember that; aa d if you depend upon any material    ,   7.

thing; if ycu make that the basis of ycur thought, why, yop will



\
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- ·fall into the holes f.sk  0,1 2-6-t --0 '_  ;t'     " 6'<     -   161-- --   - .             - ... ....-                             6. - - -       - -

Tkie f Ect  is that people -who live  in the material world;

T

who  live  with the expectation of getting happiness  out of substance,

  - are like  those  who  are in thehole  of the doughnut  -  they.don't  get

1 hold  of  the  Substance  at  all.     They  just fall through  the   hole.

1 -Could  you  f eed yourself,  i f you lived on doughnuts, by eating the

;
hole? Surely  you  couldns t.    Well,  no  more  will  you  ever feed your--2 -

r

s._    . ._fielf:in.-this _world, so:c.alled. material world,z.PY. trying to get - --

satisfaction  out of materiality. You can,t  do it.   As  I  8%-,  you
r                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    :    .

I am ...i-..'are  just  like  the mEn   with the doughnut - eating  the  hole.

f          telling ycu this, not as a Metaphysician, but I can bring you the

r-
-

proof  of -it right 49Fe_«pm the Physical Scientists.

These ideas of the unrealit9 of matter have been in the
-- -

p

world  ever  s ince man began to think. You remember Berkeley,  that

old English Bishop?  He wrote a book on the unreality of matter.
in

He said there  was  no such thing as matter. Then„the German Meta-
-.

physicians, Haekel, and Fichte, several of those deep thinkers       

L.    - Came to the same conclusion. They wrote their ideas.  Then came     
i - -

I.                                                                                                                                 -   59 0
-- ·-in·precent years  Mrs.  Eddy,   and she introduced  it  into the

Christian     .:.OI
religion, and everybody woke  up,  an d they applied some  af the

rules B W.
1.

IJ<
of  thought  she  gave  us,   and  10 and behold,   they got

response,  got        results; and so  it has gone out into the whole race thought, that    
the real of all things is Substance, back cf the so-called matter;  

5 .      -=-/---: -  · -     · -:r.--  I./.      - ·=---   #7. - . . . . . i.

»- --

that -m-t-ter   is-ir;ome --way -m  i-l]Xisioii,   a  seconai*99- movehnent I--ark-iYP --»
.....

T                                                                                                                                                                                                 ..

' of a dream state that man lives in, and is constantly dropping away,
1

and he wonders why it is, and he attributes it to God, when it is
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r78 - --1-
all his view-point. He isn,t seeing things as they are.

--

Now, we must get 'back and see the real of things ; and   .

that is what we are here for, - find out what the real basis of
Life  is, -in other words, the Substance  of  Life, as Jesus Christ

said, the bread of  Life, if you eat of this Bread that I bring to
*

you, you will -live for6ver; but if y6u eat  that old Moses bread,        -·
that is, if you take somebody else'  say-so for it, you will never

get  very  much of Substance  out  of  Life,   ard  you  will  die.

Now, the third question: "What must may labor for in

order  to . get this Substance, or Eternal Substancen -  that  is what

we are talking about?  - Pternal Substance and Eternal Life  -  they

- -     go  together.    Now, what -should we labor  for?. We  . 411 understand

..

that we have something to do, as individuals.  We are in the world

for a purpose, and what should be the prime object of  our work in

Life?  Somebody tell us that?  Now remember, you are giving the
--

-

lesson - what are you laboring for?

A For..the food of Life, of Eternal Life?
--

- ---Ii.

- -- MR. FILLMORE: -Laboring for the realization of._Ete-Fnal Life, yes.

A  I have it: To labor for the Bread of Life, which is the con-

. sciousness of this Substance, this Universal Substance  -  tte  con-           -

sciousness of bringing it into expression and using it.

MR.  FILLMO]RE:     That  is  it.     The  one obj ect,then, of man's  life,

in  the-mED€t'65·-"Ef -Slib-Br -cei--is'ta-iay -hold-b.f --Eternal-Life.  -'Now-,1--  -12».
---1

you know to-day we are simply treating of Substance, the Substance-  -r'

side of Life.  So many people have trouble in getting on in the ... «7»*
E   .7

<4''-. .4
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-        -  'world.     ·They have trcuble in holding   to  what  .they   call   their     sub-

1.- stantial things, their material things.  Now, this lesson, if you

get the right understanding  of  it,   an d practice  what  is  here  taught,
/

r            you will  find  it  very much easier to handle your Substance  and

i
everything. enters ,into  the  Substance  side,  not  only your finances,

r    --  ··

'         but your food,  and your houses and your lands, and .everything con-

4

--

i nected,  even,  with the  se-called material world; and you -will -find

L - that_-back -of  all.- thi-0,- Substance that You-tf» _is_-M»ter,   i-s  the

real. -And all there is to it is held in place by your ideas about

it. It is all in your mind.

MR.   FILLMORE:      Q     "What   is   the  result  when man tries   to   atta in  a

 -_      .-.consciousness_ oy- this Substance through another?"  ·Now this brings  -  -
1-1--.5---   .- --#--

'

it right home to  yourself.  And I would say, in relation to this

question, that a great many people,' not only' ih the world, but in
k   - Metaphysical thought, are in a way expecting others to bring them

to a realization of these Divine Principles. In other words, - thqy
-/.--

have a subtle thought that they are going to get it by absorption,

by association, by study of books, and the listening to lectures.

Now,- let  us  get your answer to, that?, ,

A   I have  this  one:for that question:  ·When may tries to attain

: ·a consciousness of his Substance through another, he is not striv-

ing to understand the law that he may bring into expression Sub-

stance for himself. Therefore, when those who have been bringing

=-----inth=manif-estatibii---tilezisubstan613f.orShimiE=no 6161<E =11-do-_it,-he..is. --

K.

I left helpless,   f or  he  has  not a working knowledge   of   this   A w  by

which he may being it  into  expression for -himself.

L_ 18. FILLMORE:    That  ia  good.
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A -I have: Depending on another 'for·this Substance is like depend-    .·

ing on the- Christ personality. .· . .  .-z

A   ar.  Fillmore,  may I  ask a queation? BY that dependirE on

the other, you mean if I would go to you to heal me, or help me to

read things - but it doesn't mean I would go to ask you about the
D

f-

law,   does  it?     Can, t  we .teach others?

A (continuing ·answer   fram  page  21): This depend ing upon others   ·--

2 ...  . My. idea was depending on what other people had manifested, not
-

through taking their substance  that they had manifested m d living

upon that.

MR.  FILLMORE:    Let  us  take  a  very practical illustration,  we  will

1-    - say, ih the matter of food.---I might ask you what good food was,   - -
- - -- - .

and you wallid tell me  what you thought ·was the best food. But

-

could I eat it for you? I couldn't eat that food. I could simply

point to you and Bay,' "here are certain faode now, you would prob-

ably get the best result from eatihg those foods", but you would

have to eat for yourself. Now, I  find that the same rule holds

true in eating this Substance of the Mind. Jesus Christ, you

. -' _       know,    in .the Last Supper, said, 1:This is my body - eat it; this  -

is my blood - drink it:"  Now, do you think the disciples   t down

and  began to 'gnaw .at his bones,  eat his flesh? The church,  you

know, has twisted this in every way.  They have said it means some-

thing spiritual, and then, to get it down to the comprehension of

- ---. .... .  -.-- - I

------

41=*»-lhe-people rthey-ta]De·13-ittlez: Eifers, -fmdithe -priest :blesses -tharn,-11-  ---

i    '  sanctifies them in some way, and that  18 the verltable body of

Christ. But it don,t seem to do the work that he Bald it would,

A- .. -
.....-.
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 ·         does it?   They dan't come
into Eternal ·Life;  they don,t live for-

--

f.      ever, because. thdy die:  They-aie jusETad-he sal-d--those people who  1 - -

at, of the marma that moses gave. died.

Now then, there  must   be s omething  of a deeper character,
t.

more  substantial,   and  that  is  just  what  we are after.     And  we  know

L..                                                 ..          that' all things,in·.their -essence, in their original,  are in the mind;

and, as I have told you, we have Science in this matter of the Sub-

stance, to back us up.

                  Now, we have found that when we take into our mitris a
'- strong .aff irmation  of the Omnipresent.:Substance  and Life, there   is

.
L

a new consciousness developed.  We feel that we ha:ve gotten hold of

&. - something; and-those Metaphysicians who have practiced .this day af-   :

1-           .. ter  .difi-f-irid-th-a-t-tlies -ab-8-6lutely --can-appease--t-heir -hungerF--notz
k
..

1-.

Mholly, probably, because we haven't yet arrived at a full under-

i ·           standing,  -and we haven' t lifted ourselves  into the Kingdom  af   the                ..

  heavens,  or the· realm where ideas satisfy every need; but we go
-. -

: far enough to prove the law, and we know that a continuance in that

line of thinking, a realization that the Substance that Jesus Christ

spoke about, is in min4;that .it is a mental principle, we know that       _

I we can go forward in that until every need will be satisfied.  We

know 'that it  is possible  for man to multiply everything thit he

touches with his mint of Substance.

Now, the fact is that every thought that you send out has

all.U=-backlaz.i£ir.-cer.ta-in.-iqui li y_tof -s.ubs€ahce'-  8re._*W5.8.tantia 1.lggio-d- - Frz*
..

deal than you think, and the more you think about the substantiabil-,
I ./

ity of your thought, and the more of the Higher Principle you put
t'

L _ _-__intq_themj _ he moTe you eat of this Christ Body, or that Bread of    .'
.... -. ..
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. Life, caning down from the heavens.  So you see how importal t it-

  -.is  that·you let your -nind play a very important part in everything·-

that you have to do with Substance. If it is eating at the table,

why eat with the idea that this is the very Substance of Spitit,

and you will  see *e essence back  of the food,  and your system

- -will get with that food an element  that you can't get by eating it

merely as material       You  see the -inner c or.sciousness  must  come  into

-_ze:rpression,   a.union-with   th_e inner.gF inciple and everything  that.

your mind touches along the line of Substance.

Now that fifth question: n'What assurance  have  we  that

this  is    the  real  and  only  way  to  abiding supply?" Now, we bring

that right down to a matter of firiance: WhEt assurance have you        -
--

that this is the only way to get Eternal, Abiding Prosperity, if

you will - Supply?  What is the basis of such an assumption?

A Mr. Fillmore, seeking inforroation on the subject, and not try-

ing to elucidate scmethirg that requires long thought, I would like.

tc find out frcm you if there is a Great Wisdom, .a Great Power that

brought all things inte manifestation -as we see thein, the world, and

all mankind,  and, in bringing ·us into manifestation,  are we  endowed

with a part of that wisdom, and a part of that power, that we -can

exercise when we want to bring into manifestation things that can

be .realized by the senses, as Health - can we think and form in our

---mindS·-that-wevhave ·health,--because -we-- -are-ehdowed-by·  that·-Ofeit----,-

Wisdom,  and, by using Wisdom and Force, to manifeat. these things;

a IIi call we, through that certain Wisdom and Force given to us, bring ·
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into  manifestat ion the thingB  of  this  life  that are desirable  and

1.-

can  endure?    That. is the- thing tha t 'I  want  to  f.ind  out? - .-.

--i
--            -

' MR. FILIJAORE:  Well, the teaching of Jesus Christ was that we

could, and I see evidences on every side of those,who following

"

him, are bringing into manifestation, we will say, the evidences of
0

-

Health on 011e side, better supply, happiness, contentment, and that

abidirE -consciousness which ccmes from an appreciatinn of God as

the Omnipresent Source of all. Why  certainly.  All that exists

in Divine Mind must be open to the expression of that Mind, and it

              is  through man  that  it  is made manifest.

1 So, it is just a question of applying the Principle in

  the right way.  Ycu must .get into your mind that you are one of the _ -

1- co-creators; that it is given to man to manifest  this ideal realm,

i

1.                                                                       ...
and that every idea that comes into ycur mind is susceptible of

- a substantial clothing.

'-                  Now, that brings us ridht to the point of the lesson.  We

must  clothe  it  with  this finer Substance. Every thought,   your

: thought  is  mazie  up of ideas.    You  all  know  that. But there  are

certain principles, or certain ideas entering into every thought, _

       and the foundation, or that upon which you rest your thought  is

Substance.  Now, that is where Substance is. always associated with

 
Life and Intelligence.     You  can take those three ideas:    Here  is

  the Foundation now, Substance. That means that you want an abiding

 i-2-  -ra                                                                                                                                             t  wil.1 be_-,_we-*11-r'-r
-

say,  a  home. Now where  is  your  home?  Is  it  where  you  live?    The

l'             hbuse  that  you  live  in?    Why  no,   that   is  just the outer manifesta-
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tion of your idea of home.  Your home is in the Substance idea of ..

1 ---...-

- ,

Being,   and the  more  you  lay  hold  o f aa.t Substance home, -to<-   more       -  ir

you think about the real home in Spirit and fill your mental house

with just the furniture you want, make  it just the kind of a house

that you would  like  t o  have,   -  I  say,   the more you think about  that
*

as a real thing, the quicker you will get that ideal home.            _-
....

So, with everything that you,do.   Lay hold of  the Sub-

stance  side  in  its mental activity..     Now, this applies  to  your

body.  We want a more substantial abiding life in our bodies.  The

Life seems to come and go in the present body-consciousness. Men         ...

are s bject to conditions. I see you people fanning there, for

.-r   ---   -   example.- *ly? ·Because you -haven-'t  got quiet within ycurself  .and           --
-.-

4

. . . .
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laid  hold  o f the cooling Substance  o f  the  Spir it. Now, if you

r      would all h y down your fans - put it to a practical test -and         -

1.                                                                                                                                                          -
i quietly   say,    nWhy,   my  mind   is      not   arDCi DUB or worried;   my mind don't

work cn the outside now. I am very still within. I lay hold of

the Great Cooling substance of the Spirit: I am quiet and still;

I am nct anxious ·and worried; I don,t think about the heatu.  You       ...
..

know the Commissioner of Chemistry at Washington, in giving but his

rules the other day, in the matter of guidance to those who wanted

to  escape    heat, said, MAbove all things   don't  have any thermometer. ...

Throw your thermometer away ".

t--3-.'-72-  - --f- *-1-Near:Ly=R-1.-6f.*Cd-_akiv ance#F-thinke-r£are  itoiday :-ded_ingl- - =f:MfiEE

with mind first. Now, I say to you that there is 'a Calling Prin-

ciple in Mind, and that means that we shant get chbppy, and study-     4

w-,-.4, .izix A-_lat  nf. croas. curr*nts En the..outalde,-:z- Junt  stop_allthat. - -..
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..5               Say, mI amnot .al xious or worried about anything  at  all;   I  am  not            -

-           .  anxious or worried about whether   I am going  to hare any dinner  af- .

--- ...ter-  this  meeting;  'I  am  not  worr ied and anxious     that   I  don' t. under-

r: 1 stand this as well as I oughtl'.  Just put that all away.  Say, "I

- abide in the one Substance ·af -the"ISpirit. That Great Substance,     ...
. . . . VJ . 1  '-:-   ·                                                              · -

1 - ..- .. - and -tlia-t--G at- Life  TB-Inide-  f ig]P.E-'h-6*A--t[ -i-ive--in -iti   -No   reality- --- -
D-.      -

1-       in this outer world. · -.·It'is'all·just -'Mind - Pure, Peaceful, Harmon-·  -
I.-/

ious  Mind:"  Let  us  all hold  that  just  a .minute:  "I  live  in the peace-

-ful Mind of -:the Spirit: I abide in the .cooling Substa,nce of the
A              .    -i-....-

-------Spirl-tz-within-me'.A.--2-  =--   --- ··- --- -    .4-  -  - ·-- -·- --·.--   -·  - -----

.(S i l e n c e).
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